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Friday 23rd November 2018

Class Assemblies:
KS2 - Thursday 29th, 3AA at 10.30am

Dear Parents and Carers,
Well I have come to the end of my first fortnight here at Winston Way and to be honest, I’ve been made so welcome, that it feels I’ve been here for much longer.
The first news to share is that the school raised £478.60 for Children in Need, last Friday. This is a marvellous
achievement and everyone who took part should be really proud of themselves.
The second piece of news I’d like to tell you about, is that Mr Pasola will be returning to Winston Way for the second
part of most days, as from Monday 26th November 2018. Mr Pasola will support the school in developing the partnership work with Shaftesbury Primary School, while also leading on assessment and behaviour. He will also be at Winston Way to support the leadership team and teachers.
Thirdly, I want to tell you about a change that will begin from Monday 3 rd December 2018. Next week I’ll be sending
out a letter describing why and how, but starting from Monday 3 rd December, the school day will end at 3.15pm from
then on.
Fourthly, I can tell you that United Learning, which is the trust that has intentions on acquiring Winston Way, came
to carry out a process called ‘due diligence’ this week. On 12 th December 2018, United Learning will make a final decision about acquiring Winston Way. What I can say is that things look positive going forward, but we will have to await
the final decision. The leadership of United Learning are pleased that I have taken the headship of the school for
the foreseeable future and are pleased with the partnership work with Shaftesbury Primary School. I have agreed
to remain at Winston Way for the rest of the academic year at least, and up until the time the leaders of United
Learning are happy to appoint their own new head teacher.
And lastly again, I’d just like to remind parents and carers about the importance of children’s very good attendance
at school. Children with the best attendance at school typically achieve best. Similarly, children who arrive on time
everyday also achieve very well. Poor attendance and poor punctuality makes children anxious about school and can
negatively impact upon children’s ability to learn.
Thank you so much for your attention and best wishes.
Yours faithfully
Mr G Hadlow

Achievement Stars of the week

Attendance this week

1TH– Esha

1TH – 95.33%

1NK– Andrei

1NK – 98.00%

1MA– Viktoriia

1MA – 90.69%

2SN– Julian

2SN – 96.00%

2AK– Rakshan

2AK - 98.00%

2PD– Benjamin

2PD – 95.04%

3MR– Ravinder

3MR - 96.00%

3AA– George

3AA – 97.33%

3AS– Liabah

3AS - 96.07%

4KD– Ibrahim

4KD - 97.86%

4JM– Ibrahim

4JM - 98.89%

4FO– Musa

4FO – 98.20%

5QC– Eric

5QC – 95.00%

5SI-Inayah
5MJ– Ra’[mina
6CD–Aliana
6SS–Emilija
6AW–Seim
6ZN-Shamus

5SI – 90.33 %
5MJ - 88.89%
6CD - 94.83%
6ZN - 96.92%
6SS - 97.14%
6AW - 99.03%

Staff Star of the Week:

Mr K Johnson

Attendance Stars:
6AW- 99.03%
National Expectations:

96%

